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Hardware 

The ADLink data acquisition system is configured as the back-end for phased array feed (PAF) 

development.  The PAF in its current form is a 19-element, dual polarization array with 38 RF outputs in 

the 1.3-1.7 GHz frequency range.  Each of these signals is amplified and converted to a center frequency 

of 2.81 MHz with a bandwidth of 0.42 MHz where it can be sample by and analog to digital converter.  

Note that this is not a baseban filter so it’s output frequency range will correspond to the fourth alias of 

the fourth alias (2.50-3.25 MHz) of 1.25 MHz sample rate.   The full analog receiver circuit can be found 

at https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_block_diagram_01.pdf .  The mixer stages and 

final band-limiting filter befor sampling are shown in Figure 1.  There are ten receiver printed circuit 

boards with four receiver chnnels on each board all contained in a rack-mount card cage.  The first LO is 

provided by an Agilent 8648D frequency synthesizer, amplified and split ten ways then split four ways on 

each board. The second LO is generated by an Agilent 8648B synthesizer, also split 10 x 4 ways.  These 

synthesizers are controlled through a common GPIB bus connected to a computer on the local Ethernet 

as described in a later section of this report. 

 

Figure 1. PAF receiver block diagram 

The forty 2.1/0.42 MHz outputs from the analog receiver boards are connected to ten ADLink, Model 

PCI-9812 analog to digital converter cards, each with four input channels.  The specifications for the PCI-

9812 ADC board are shown in Table 1, and the manufacturer’s data sheet can be found at 

http://www.adlinktech.com/PD/marketing/Datasheet/PCI-9812+9810/PCI-9812+9810_Datasheet_en_1.pdf. 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_block_diagram_01.pdf
http://www.adlinktech.com/PD/marketing/Datasheet/PCI-9812+9810/PCI-9812+9810_Datasheet_en_1.pdf


Each of the ten PCI-9812 ADC cards is plugged into a separate rack-mounted computer running the 

Windows operating system.  These computers are named “paf1” through “paf10” and have local 

network addresses starting with paf1.ad.nrao.edu.  Each PC has its own 1-terabyte disk drive for data 

storage.  ADC data are buffered in a 32-k FIFO on the PCI-9812 board and written via the PCI bus to the 

1-terabyte drive.   

Table 1.  PCI-9812 Specifications 

Resolution 12 bits 

Max. Sampling Rate 20 MS/s 

Number of Input Channels 4, single-ended 

Input Ranges +/-1 V or +/- 5 V 

Input Impedance 50 Ohms or High 

3-Db Bandwidth 17 MHz 

Triggering Analog or Digital (TTL) 

Clock Internal or External 

Bus PCI 

 

Simultaneously acquired data from the ten PC data files are collated into a single file on a RAID drive in a 

master computer, named “paf0”, which is connected to the ten PCs by a 10 Gbe Ethernet switch.  This 

collation is the first step in the off-line data processing described below.  The master computer runs the 

Linux operating system, and the ten paf1-paf10 data disks appear as directories in the Linux file system. 

The overall block diagram digital part of the data acquisition system is shown in Figure 2 and 

photographs of the hardware rack are shown in Figure 3. 

Synchronization of data acquisition between the ten PCI-9812 ADC cards is provided by a common 

sample clock signal distributed to the ten cards and a common TTL trigger pulse.  The sample clock is 

provided by an Agilent 8648C synthesizer whose output frequency is twice the desired sample rate.  The 

clock distribution circuit is shown in 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_block_diagram_02.pdf .  The common trigger 

pulse is generated by writing a character to the serial port of “paf1”.  The external clock frequency is 

divided by two on each ADC card.  This frequency division causes a timing ambiguity of one half of a 

sample interval in the synchronization between the ten cards which must be detected and recorded as a 

first step in the signal processing.  To detect this half-clock offset a CW tone burst is injected in parallel 

one of the four PAF receiver input signals on each ADC card, and the relative phases of this CW signal 

between the data streams determines these half-clock offsets.  The tone burst is provided by an Agilent 

33220A function generator, and its distribution circuit is shown in 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_block_diagram_02.pdf .  The layout of the racks 

that house ADC host computers, the sample clock and tone burst generators, the LO synthesizers for the 

receivers, and the optical fiber receivers are shown in 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_rack_layout.pdf . 

 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_block_diagram_02.pdf
https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_block_diagram_02.pdf
https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_rack_layout.pdf


 

Figure 2.  ADLink data acquisition system block diagram.  Not shown in this diagram are the power amplifier and divider 
between the external clock and the clock inputs to the PCI-9812 cards and the serial to TTL converter circuit between “paf1” 
and the trigger inputs to the PCI-9812 cards.  Also not shown is the circuit for injecting a CW tone burst into one channel of 
each of the PCI-9812 cards used for correcting the half-clock offsets. 

  



GPIB Instrument Control 

A number of components in the PAF receiver and data acquisition system are general purpose lab 

instruments that are controlled via the GPIB bus.  These are the first and second L.O.s (two Agilent 

Model 8648D synthesizer at GPIB address 19 and Agilent 8648B at address 20, respectively) for the BYU 

PAF receiver, the external ADC sample clock (Agilent 8648C at address 21) , and the tone burst 

generator (Agilent 33220A at address 22).  These are all connected by way of a USB to GPIB adapter to a 

laptop Windows computer whose network address is papillon.ad.nrao.edu.  Ethernet socket 

commands to this computer, using ascii character messages, are used to set and interrogate the GPIB 

instruments.  A typical message would look like ‘set_lo2_power(7.0)’.  A snapshot of the python code for 

the socket server, gpib_server.py, for the GPIB instruments can be found on the PAF Development wiki 

page at https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/gpib_server.py.txt.  The current verson of the 

code is found on papillon in directory C:\ Documents and Settings\rick\My 

Documents\Python\TwentyMeter.  The socket messages recognized by this server are listed in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Socket messages recognized by GPIB server, gpib_server.py 

Message example Return value(s) Argument or return value 

units  
get_lo1() freq,power,status MHz, dBm, ascii 

set_lo1(1820.0,7.0,ON) ‘OK’ MHz, dBm, ascii 

set_lo1_freq(1820.0) ‘OK’ MHz 

set_lo1_power(7.0) ‘OK’ dBm 

set_lo1_status(OFF) ‘OK’ ascii 

get_lo2() freq,power,status MHz, dBm, ascii 

set_lo2(396.0,7.0,ON) ‘OK’ MHz, dBm, ascii 

set_lo2_freq(396.0) ‘OK’ MHz 

set_lo2_power(7.0) ‘OK’ dBm 

set_lo2_status(OFF) ‘OK’ ascii 

get_sample_clock() freq, power, status MHz, dBm, ascii 

set_sample_clock(2.5,7.0,ON) ‘OK’ MHz, dBm, ascii 

set_sample_clock_freq(freq) ‘OK’ MHz 

set_sample_clock_power(0.0) ‘OK’ dBm 

set_sample_clock_status(OFF) ‘OK’ ascii 

get_tone_burst() freq, voltage, 

offset, cycles, 

status 

MHz, volts(p-p), 

volts, integer, ascii 

set_tone_burst(0.2,10.0,0.0,200) ‘OK’ MHz, volts(p-p), 

volts, integer, ascii 

set_tone_burst_freq(0.200) ‘OK’ MHz 

set_tone_burst_voltage(10.0) ‘OK’ Volts(p-p) 

set_tone_burst_offset(0.0) ‘OK’ Volts 

set_tone_burst_cycles(200) ‘OK’ integer 

 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/gpib_server.py.txt


The GPIB instruments can be controlled for anywhere on the network by way of socket message 

commands.  These could be from the telescope control system or from a stand-alone controller, such as 

the one shown in Figure 3.  A snapshot of the python code, gpibV1p1.py, for the graphical user interface 

for the GPIB instruments can be found on the PAF Development wiki page at 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/gpibV1p1.py.txt.  The current verson of the code is 

found on papillon in directory C:\ Documents and Settings\rick\My 

Documents\Python\TwentyMeter.    Note that socket messages to the GPIB server could come 

from anywhere and that different senders may not know of one another’s existence.  Hence, it’s best to 

use only one source of control messages unless some provision is added to the code to keep them in 

sync. 

To control the GPIB instruments manually from any Windows workstation on the Green Bank network, 

log into ‘papillon’, either from its keyboard or by ‘Remote Desktop’ as ‘Rick’ and start the socket server 

by double clicking on the icon labled “gpib_server”.  Then double click on the icon labeled “GPIB Panel” 

to start the GUI.  Typing in any of the white entry windows or clicking one of the status buttons will 

change the setting of the corresponding instrument.  Note that the frequency of LO1 is set indirectly by 

setting the sky frequency that corresponds the the center frequency if the last IF output filter at 2.8125 

MHz.  All of the other settings on the GUI panel should be at their optimum default settings when the 

server and GUI are started. 

ADC Control Software 

Each ADLInk ADC card is controlled by an executable file with the file name, 9812PAF.exe, running on its 

host computer.  A copy of the same executable runs on each of the ten PCs, “paf1” through “paf10”.  

This executable is compiled from the C-language file, 912PAF.c, which resides on “paf1” in the directory 

C:\Documents and Settings\Rick\My Documents\Ccode\PCI-9812\PAF\.  A 

Figure 3  User intrface for controlling GPIB instruments by way of socket messages. 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/gpibV1p1.py.txt


snapshot of the 9812PAF.c file may be found on the PAF development wiki page at 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/9812PAF.c .  Data acquisition on the ten PCs, “paf1” 

through “paf10” is coordinated by a python program, 9812_server.py, that runs on “paf1”.  The 

9812_server.py program watches for socket messages from the telescope control software and 

distributes the requests to the ten ADC computers where the requests are translated into data 

acquisition actions. The code file, 9812_server.py, resides in the same directory as 9812PAF.c, but a 

snapshot of this file may be found as an attachment on the PAF development web site at 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/9812_server.py.txt . Any external program can be 

used to generate socket commands expected by 9812_server.py much like one would generate requests 

to a web server, e.g., open socket, send message, wait for reply if expected, and close socket.  See, for 

example, the python test program at……….. 

The software startup sequence is to start the 9812_server.py program on “paf1” first.  This can be done 

with a ‘Remote Desktop’ to paf1.ad.nrao.edu by double clicking on the ‘9812 Server’ command window 

icon on the screen.  Then on the same desktop start the 9812PAF.exe program by double clicking on the 

‘Start 9812PAF’ command window icon.  To start the 9812PAF.exe program on “paf2” through “paf10” 

Remote Desktop to each one in succession and double click on the ‘Start 9812PAF’ icon.   This somewhat 

cumbersome manual startup process could be automated by with a script executable from Linux, but 

the startup only needs to be done only once as long as all of the PCI-9812 host computers remain 

powered up. 

The three socket commands expected by the ‘9812_server.py’ program are ascii strings of the form 

mkdir(<directory name>) 

init_adc(<sample_rate>,<channels>,<read_count>,<adc_res>,<trigger_src>

,<trigger_mode>,<trigger_pol>,<trigger_lvl>,<clksel_src>,<clksel_d>,<d

blbuf>,<v_range>) 

arm_adc(<file_name>, <duration>) 

The argument in the mkdir() message is the name of a Windows file directory on the 1-terabyte data 

disks of “paf1” through “paf10” where the data files are to be written, e.g., 

D:\\Data\\mar29_2012.  Note that the backslashes in the Windows directory name are escaped 

with a preceding backslash in the argument string.  If the directory does not exist, it will be created.  His 

message is normally used only once at the beginning of a data acquisition session.  If data acquisition is 

part of a GBT observing session it is a good idea to use the same directory name as will be used for the 

GBT system FITS files, which is the observing program identifier string, e.g., ‘AGBT07A_039_06’.  For 

examples, look at the Green Bank linux directory /home/gbtdata. 

The <file_name> argument in arm_adc() is the full path for the name that will be given to the 

data file stored in the data directory.  This filename will normally have the date-UTC time format used by 

the GBT data file system, e.g., 2012_07_15_14:59:20.  Note that Windows does not allow colons in 

is file names so this will need to be translated to 2012_07_15_14h59m20.  The <duration> 

argument in arm_adc() is in seconds. 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/9812PAF.c
https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/9812_server.py.txt


The valid values for the arguments in the init_adc() message are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Acceptable argument strings for the init_adc() message. 

The most common value is given in [] brackets 

Argument Possible values 
sample_rate Sample rate in MHz: 10, 5, 2.5, [1.25], etc.  This has no effect when 

clksel_src=ext_sin or ext_dig.  See below. 

channels Number of inputs sampled: 1, 2, 3, or [4] 

read_count
1
 Memory buffer size: [16000000] 

adc_res Sample word size in bits: 8 or [12] 

trigger_src Trigger source: [ext], ch0, ch1, ch2, or ch3 

trigger_mode
2
 Trigger mode: [post], soft, pre, delay, midi 

trigger_pol Trigger polarity: [pos], neg 

trigger_lvl Trigger level: [0x80] 
clksel_src Clock source: [ext_sin], int, ext_dig 

clksel_ad Clock transition: [lt], gt 

dbl_buf Double buffer use: [1], 0 

v_range Signal input voltage range: [1], 5 

 

Notes in Table 2: 

1
 read_count is the number of bytes in CPU memory available 

for double buffering the disk transfers.  There’s probably no 

reason to use a different values than the one suggested. 

2 
trigger_mode can be set to soft for software testing when 

the external trigger is not available.  Data acquisition will start as 

soon as the arm_adc() message is received. 

When the data acquisition system is being used by itself, i.e., not 

under telecope system control, the ADC rack may be controlled 

from the GUI shown in Figure 4.  Start this GUI from the paf1 

screen by double clicking on the on the “9812 GUI” icon. 

Data Formats 

Data acquisition is divided into “scans” during which the steup 

parameters for all hardware remain fixed or follow a specified 

track.  A scan may last for a few seconds to a number of minutes, 

depending on the integration time required.  If the telescope (20-

meter or GBT) is involved, the telescope control system will send 

the hardware setup parameters, start time, and scan duration to 

the ADC system and expect that they will be executed as specified.  If the telescope is not involved, as 

would be the case when the PAF is in the outdoor test building in Green Bank, scans will be initiated by a 

local control GUI, but the data products of the ADC system will be the same. 

Figure 4. GUI for controlling ADC system. 



Following the established protocol of the GBT system, each scan will produce a set of FITS file as 

outlined on the document PAF_on_the_GBT.docx that may be found on the project wiki page at 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_on_the_GBT.docx .  This document defines a 

new “RcvrPAF” FITS file format and a format that will accommodate the cross correlation data, 

“FXCorPAF”, from either software data processing or from a firmware correlator.  Not mentioned, yet, in 

this document is the ADC system FITS format, “AdcPAF” FITS format that contains the setup information 

for the ADLink system.  Because the raw ADC data are split between the ten host computer disks and 

because the data files are so large, the raw data are stored in separate files from the FITS header 

information but with the same file name prefixes so that this information can be collated in data 

processing.  The document, PAF_on_the_GBT.docx, gives the rationale behind the GBT FITS file structure 

and the other GBT FITS formats, but the most recent definition of these formats is best found in the 

code that writes these files and the headers in the FITS files themselves.  See the attachments to the 

project wiki page. 

There are ten ADLink ADC cards, each of which can sample up to four channels from the array.  One 

array channel is from one of the two crossed dipoles in an array of 19 crossed dipoles for a total of 38 

signal channels.  Each of the ten AC cards is in its own rack-mounted PC with its own 1-terabyte data 

storage disk.  Hence, ten files are created from each data scan, one on each of the ten disks.  Data from 

these ten files must be collated into one file for simultaneous processing. 

ADC data are 12-bit signed, two’s-complement integers, left-justified in two bytes.  The right most bits 

are zero padded so the values may be divided by 16 without loss of precision.  Depending on whether 1, 

2, or 4 ADC channels from each ADC card are recorded, the data word ordering in the file is ch1, ch1, 

ch1, etc.; ch1, ch2, ch1, etc.; or ch1, ch2, ch3, ch4, ch1, etc., respectively.  After aggregation of data from 

ten files into one file, the data ordering is paf1/ch1, paf1/ch2, paf2/ch1, paf2/ch2, paf3/ch1,…,paf10/ch2 

or paf1/ch1, paf/ch2, paf1/ch3, paf1/ch4, paf2/ch1,…, paf10/ch4, respectively. 

PAF data acquisition in early 2011 used the array element numbering convention shown in Figure 5.  In 

this measurement session only one polarization was recorded, and the mapping of element number to 

ADC card and channel number is shown in Table 3.  The ADC card is identified by the name of the 

computer into which it is plugged (“paf1”, “paf2”, etc.). 

Figure 5 Array element numbering as seen from the front of the array.  

Elements 10, 11, and 12 are on the bottom when the front-end box is 

sitting on the cart in the lab.. 

  

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_on_the_GBT.docx


 

Table 3.  Array element number to ADC card (computer name) and channel 
number 

ADC 
Channel 

Computer Name 

paf1 paf2 paf3 paf4 paf5 paf6 paf7 paf8 paf9 paf10 

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 10 

3 nc nc nc nc Nc nc nc nc nc nc 

4 nc nc nc nc Nc nc nc nc nc nc 

 

Signal Processing 

The first step in signal processing is to collate the ten ADC data files into one.  Log onto the linux 

computer, “paf0” where the ten Windows disks have been mapped onto the linux file system as 

directories ……………………… through …………………..   Change directory to ……………., and execute the 

following command: 

  collate <file_name> 

where <file_name> the name of the files on the Windows disks that you want to collate into one file 

with the same name in the linux directory……………  The number of active ADC channels and any other 

information needed to interpret the data files will be extracted from the AdcPAF and RcvrrPAF FITS files 

with the same root file name.  A Python or shell script could be written to automate the collation of 

many file sets. 

Phased array feed (PAF) data streamed to disk from the ADLink ADCs may be processed to produce 

cross-product spectra for use in forming beams on the sky or for analyzing the performance of the array. 

Cross product spectra are computed from the aggregated data file using a program called 

paf_cross_spec as the first step in analyzing signals from the array feed.  The command line for 

executing this program looks like 

python paf_cross_spec.py <file_name> 

Again, the parameters needed in this processing step will be extracted from the FITS file(s).  The python 

program  is a wrapper for a C++ excutable that does the heavy FFT and cross-product computational 

work.  Thie python wrapper program could be copied and modified to automate the rocessing of many 

files.  The cross-product spectra from this operation will be written to an FXCorPAF FITS file with the 

same root name as the collated data file.  The FXCorPAF FITS file format as initially described in Table 3 

of https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_on_the_GBT.docx , and the current definition 

may be found by inspecting the code in …………… 

Further processing of the cross-product spectra will depend on the engineering or scientific uses for the 

data. 

https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/pub/Main/PafDevelop/PAF_on_the_GBT.docx


Data Inspection 

The guard against the possibility of spending many hours of acquiring and processing data that later turn 

out to be flawed in some manner, a number of data inspection tools are provided for checking data 

integrity at stages in the data flow.  The first is a raw data display tool whose GUI is shown in 
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